ABSTRACT Training convolutional neural networks (CNNs) in the frequency domain is of great significance for extending the deep learning principle to the frequency domain. However, the frequency domain representation of the convnet architecture is highly demanding due to their complicated Fourier domain training features. Therefore, high accuracy and unambiguous representation strategies are needed for training convolutional neural networks entirely in the Fourier domain. Being founded on the bin decomposition mechanism and the non-saturated activation theory, this paper proposes an accurate, stable and efficient Fourier domain training framework for convolutional neural networks. The framework contains two important Fourier domain representations: one is the Fourier domain exponential linear unit, and the other is the pyramid pooling layer. The former alleviates the vanishing phenomenon and makes CNNs easier to converge in the Fourier domain; the latter avoids the original cropping or warping steps and improves the classification accuracy. With the framework, the Fourier domain training accuracy is improved without sacrificing the throughput of the graphic processing unit (GPU). With the Re-50 as the backbone, the top-1 and top-5 classification errors are reduced from 28.85 and 9.55 to 18.63 and 4.05, respectively, while the speedup ratios of the framework can reach up to 4.9877 and 1.8997, respectively, at a batch size of 128 on an NVIDIA GEFORCE RTX 2080 GPU (8.92 TFLOPS). The average difference between the classification value and the ground truth value is only 0.21 on the MetaGram-1 set, which indicates great goodness-offit and robustness of the framework. This investigation illustrates that the proposed Fourier domain CNN framework using the sophisticated Fourier domain representation strategy is highly efficient and accurate. Therefore, it may serve as a baseline framework to establish the training pipelines for Fourier domain CNNs, which can improve the deep learning accuracy of CNNs and extend the Fourier domain representation strategy to other deep learning networks.
FIGURE 1.
Three advanced frameworks: (a) the conventional time domain framework, (b) the FFT-based CNN framework [27] , and (c) our framework.
of CNNs [13] - [16] . They have been widely used in deep learning fields as baseline frameworks for studying large scale datasets, complex computations, semantic detection, and so forth [17] - [19] . Several popular spatial domain CNN frameworks are the cuDNN [20] , Lavin's fast algorithm [21] and Cong's minimizing computation framework [22] , [23] . Training networks in the spatial domain is significant for accurately learning the input features; however, the spatial domain convolution operations can also increase the computational complexity. Therefore, the accurate learning of the input features is generally combined with huge computational expenses. An expedient strategy is to use the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) [24] - [26] to transform the spatial domain convolution operations into the Fourier domain product operations. FFT-based CNN frameworks [27] - [30] are proposed for training networks with big kernels, but the advanced convnet frameworks use small kernels [31] - [33] . Jong Hwan Ko et al. proposed an energy-efficient accelerator for the CNN using Fourier domain computations (abbreviated as koCNN) [34] , in which the spectral pooling strategy [35] and the discrete sync interpolation operation are two important methods for Fourier domain training. Nevertheless, the costs for Fourier domain training are quite expensive. In addition, the koCNN provides inaccurate results since it is difficult for the spectral pooling strategy to transmit the incomplete kernel spectrum to the previous neurons, and the tanh and sigmoid operations that are employed by koCNN are not unsaturated activation operations that decrease the precision of the weights in the back propagation. In this case, accuracy often has to be sacrificed to achieve low computational complexity. Therefore, two important accuracy improvement strategies are indispensable for the fast training of Fourier domain networks. First, an effective Fourier domain pooling function, which removes the fixed-size constraint of the CNNs by avoiding cropping and warping steps, is important to improving the accuracy of Fourier domain CNNs [36] - [38] . Second, an unsaturated Fourier domain activation function is of great significance in alleviating the gradient decreasing problem and making it easier to converge in the frequency domain training phase [39] - [43] .
In this study, on the basis of fully considering the above two points, an accurate frequency domain training architecture is proposed for training CNNs entirely in the Fourier domain. The significance of the proposed method in this paper involves two points. First, with respect to the classification precision, it employs the accurate representation of the non-saturated activation operation and the pyramid pooling operation [44] . Second, with respect to the speedup performance, it is a fast Fourier domain baseline architecture for training Fourier domain CNNs. In this work, a Fourier domain architecture is established for training and testing networks completely in frequency domain (see Fig. 1 ). The proposed architecture achieves the Fourier domain training and testing of networks on basis of the bin decomposition mechanism and non-saturated activation functions instead of sacrificing the classification accuracy or depending on the time-consuming time-frequency transformation strategy. First, a Fourier domain exponential linear unit is proposed for alleviating the vanishing phenomenon in neuron backpropagation and make it easier to converge in the frequency domain training stage. Second, a frequency domain pyramid pooling layer is designed to pool the features regardless of the input VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 2. The structure of the FPPE.
size/scale to avoid the original cropping or warping steps and improve the classification accuracy. Finally, the Fourier domain inverse exponential linear unit and inverse pyramid pooling layer are proposed.
The structure of this paper is as follows. The proposed framework is named the FPPE (''F'' means Fourier-domain, ''PP'' means Pyramid Pooling, and ''E'' means Exponential, which is the abbreviation of the Exponential Linear Unit). An overall introduction of the FPPE is provided in section 2. In section 3, the Fourier domain exponential linear unit (FELU) and pyramid pooling method (FPP) are introduced. The Fourier-domain inverse exponential linear unit (FELU −1 ) and inverse pyramid pooling method (FPP −1 ) are introduced in Section 4. The results and discussions are presented in Section 5. Finally, the conclusions are drawn in Section 6.
II. OVERALL FRAMEWORK
The FPPE framework is able to train the CNNs entirely in Fourier domain. It boosts the accuracy of CNNs using a Fourier domain pyramid pooling method and a Fourier domain exponential linear unit. The Fourier domain pyramid pooling method can pool the properties in the frequency domain regardless of the input size/scale and remove the fixed-size constraint of CNNs. The Fourier domain exponential linear unit can introduce non-linearity into Fourier domain CNNs and alleviate the saturation problem [1] . The structure of the FPPE is presented in Fig. 2 .
The FPPE integrated CNN (abbreviated as FPPE net) learns the features using two passes. In the first pass, each output feature map is calculated as a sum of the input feature maps multiplied by the corresponding weight filter. In the second pass, the loss gradients of the inputs are calculated by multiplying the transposed weight filter by the gradients of the outputs, and the loss gradients of the weight filter are calculated by multiplying each input feature map by the loss gradients of the outputs. Note that the original convolutional operations in the spatial domain are converted to product operations in frequency domain and that all product operations consist of multiplications between multi-sized feature maps. This Fourier domain architecture inherits the advantages of the product operations in the traditional FFT-based CNNs [27] , [28] , [30] and eliminates the time-consuming Fourier transforms at every layer in traditional FFT-based CNNs. In this Fourier domain framework, two remarkable Fourier domain representation strategies are proposed to accelerate the training and improve the classification accuracy of CNNs in this paper. First, a Fourier domain exponential linear unit (named ''FELU'') is established for catching the output features. An inverse FELU (named ''FELU −1 '') is established for extracting the features of the loss gradients. FELU and inverse FELU are Fourier domain activation functions in the CNN pipeline that alleviate the saturation problem. The FELU and inverse FELU alleviate the vanishing gradient problem in neuron backpropagation and allow the FPPE net to converge easier in the training phrase.
Second, a Fourier domain pyramid pooling layer (named ''FPP'' in Fig. 2 ) is proposed for generating fixed-size images without the need for cropping or warping steps, which reduce the classification accuracy of CNNs. Correspondingly, the inverse FPP (named ''FPP −1 '' in Fig. 2 ) is proposed for removing the fixed-length constraint of CNNs. The proposed FPP has two significant meanings in this paper. First, the FPP is proposed to generate fixed-size feature maps without the need for cropping or warping steps. It is a global pooling type of layer that fits feature maps' outputs into an FC layer. Second, the Fourier domain maximum/average pooling operations are applied in the FPP layer and inverse FPP layer. I.e., the FPP layer and inverse FPP layer are respectively equipped with the proposed maximum/average pooling function to decrease the dimensions of feature maps in the frequency domain. The proposed Fourier domain framework that is integrated with the FELU and FPP achieves the training of networks entirely in the frequency domain, and leads to better accuracy without reducing the training speed. The details of the FPPE will be introduced in the following sections.
III. FOURIER DOMAIN FORWARD PROPAGATION PASS (FFPASS)
The Ffpass receives the initial input information (x), then propagates the information forward to the hidden units of each layer in the frequency domain, and finally produces the output (y). First, the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) operation is implemented for the inputs with arbitrary sizes and the filters. The FFT results of the inputs and filters are denoted as F(x) and F(w), respectively. The product operations are implemented between F(w) and F(x), and the product operation results are denoted as F(y). Second, the Fourier domain exponential linear unit inputs F(y) and generates the output feature maps with arbitrary sizes. Note that the output feature maps have the same aspect ratio as the inputs. Finally, the output feature maps with arbitrary sizes are decomposed into a fixed number of Fourier bins. The Fourier domain pyramid pooling (FPP) method pools in these Fourier bins, thereby yielding the fixed-dimensional outputs, which are the input of the fully connected layer (FC). In this section, we will introduce the implementation of the Ffpass in detail.
A. FOURIER DOMAIN EXPONENTIAL LINEAR UNIT (FELU)
In the spatial domain, the activation function is a mathematical function of the output of the convolution operation, and it introduces non-linear characteristics into the spatial domain CNNs. The popular spatial domain activation functions are the sigmoid function, the tanh function, the rectified linear unit and the exponential linear unit. In the spatial domain training, these functions can extract the non-linear properties. However, these functions cannot be used for the Fourier domain training of CNNs. There is an urgent requirement for frequency domain activation operations that can extract the non-linear properties in the frequency domain training. In this paper, a Fourier domain exponential linear unit is proposed that introduces non-linearity into the Fourier domain CNNs.
Before presenting the proposed method, we first present some notations. For a given convolutional layer, the input feature map x qp is denoted as qp, where q denotes the convnet layers, and p denotes the input feature maps in convnet layer q. The input feature maps are of size n qp1 × n qp2 . The number of input feature maps in each convent layer is labelled as f . The number of convnet layers is labelled as L. Note that q ranges from 1 to L. Correspondingly, the output y qp is denoted as qp , where p denotes the maps in layer q. The output feature maps are of size m qp 1 × m qp 2 . The size of outputs in each convent layer is labelled as f . In addition, the weight kernel w qp is denoted as qp , where p denotes the filter kernels in convnet layer q. The weight kernels are of size k qp 1 × k qp 2 . The weight kernels in each convnet layer is denoted as K q . In the spatial domain, the exponential linear unit extracts the unsaturated status of the neurons using negative exponential values, which can ensure the effective backpropagation of neurons and make the CNN easily converge in the training stage. Correspondingly, we establish the frequency domain exponential linear unit that can extract the unsaturated status of the neurons. The frequency domain exponential linear unit function is denoted as follows:
where 
where m qp is the output size, i.e., m qp = m qp 1 × m qp 2 . U denotes the output factors. As shown in Fig. 3 , the output of the exponential linear unit function is saturated in the linear incremental sequence in the positive interval and the exponential decreasing sequence in the negative interval. 
where · represents the absolute value of the Fourier term. In contrast to the FE + function, the output of the FE − function only contains the negative coefficient terms in the output Y qp . However, when the negative coefficients of the Fourier term of the output contain the exponential values, formula (3) cannot express the negative exponential coefficient of the Fourier term. Therefore, to extract the negative coefficient terms in the output, we first rewrite formula (3) as follows: 
where a is a predefined parameter in the exponential linear unit function. Then, the function of FE − is presented as follows:
In the end, formulas (4) and (6) are integrated to generate the FELU function as follows:
Note that the outputs of the positive unit function only contain the positive coefficient items; however, the Fourier domain exponential linear units have negative coefficient terms, which ensure that the average unit activations approximate zero to achieve lower computational complexity. For instance, in Fig. 3 , when the output of FE(·) contains only negative coefficient terms exclusively, i.e., a 01 = a(e −3 − 1)e −j 
B. FOURIER DOMAIN PYRAMID POOLING METHOD (FPP)
The popular CNN architecture requires a fixed input size (e.g., 224×224 in AlexNet). However, the current FFT-based CNN architectures mostly fit the input to a fixed size via the cropping or warping method. The cropped or warped result may lead to information loss or distortions. To this end, there is a strong requirement for an accurate FPPE without the fixed-size constraint. In this work, a pyramid pooling method is used to pool features and yield fixed-size outputs, which are then input to the FC layer. For instance, when the FFTbased CNNs are constrained by a fixed input size, the input with an arbitrary size needs to be cropped or warped to the fixed size, which harms the recognition accuracy. The Fourier domain pyramid pooling method can decompose the input with an arbitrary size into a fixed number of Fourier bins that have sizes proportional to the input size. Then, the FPP pools in these Fourier bins and generates the fixed-size outputs. Finally, the fixed-size outputs are fed to the FC layer, and a SoftMax value is yielded as the output of FPPE net.
In our Fourier domain pyramid pooling layer, each output feature map in the last convnet layer Y Lp (with an arbitrary size) is divided into a set of Fourier bins Y Lp k , where k denotes the Fourier bins within the output feature map Y Lp , each bin is of size l Lp k 1 × l Lp k 2 , and the number of Fourier bins is denoted as M p . F(·) denotes the fast Fourier transform function. The FPP layer is placed between the last convnet layer and the fully connected layer to avoid the initial cropping or warping steps, and the output of the last convnet layer is divided into a set of Fourier bins, which have aspect ratios that are proportional to the output size. Therefore, the Lp k -th Fourier bin of Y Lp is denoted as follows:
where y Lp k is the spatial bin that corresponds to Fourier bin Y Lp k . Then, the output feature map Y Lp is able to be represented as follows:
Therefore, the Fourier domain downsampling operation for each output feature map is transformed into the pooling operation for several Fourier bins. The Fourier domain downsampling operation for Fourier bin Y Lp k is represented as follows:
where Y Lp k denotes the pooled Fourier bin. A Lp k denotes the activated Fourier bin. Fdown(·) denotes the Fourier domain downsampling function. Specifically, the Fourier domain downsampling operation is divided into the maximum and average operations. The maximum/average pooling operation is an effective downsampling method that can reduce the dimension of the outputs. Note that the average pooling function calculates the average feature value from the specific neighbourhood of the input and replaces the other feature values in this neighbourhood with the average feature value. Therefore, we construct the maximum/average pooling operation for each Fourier bin in the FPP layer.
The maximum pooling operation collects Fourier coefficient from certain neighbourhoods in each Fourier bin and replaces the other coefficients of the specific neighbourhood in the Fourier bin with the extracted maximum Fourier coefficient, as shown in Fig. 4 . The maximum Fourier coefficient is equivalent to the maximum feature value that is collected by maximum pooling function in spatial domain. The specific neighbourhood is the minimum pooling unit in each Fourier bin. Therefore, the formula (10) is rewritten VOLUME 7, 2019 as follows: (11) where β denotes the positive Fourier coefficients in the activated Fourier bin. ∩ denotes the maximum Fourier coefficient of the specific neighbourhood in the Fourier bin. The pooled Fourier bin is of size ((
str 1 is the horizontal step length, str 2 is the vertical step length, and str denotes the step size of str 1 × str 2 .
Correspondingly, the Fourier domain average pooling operation extracts the average Fourier coefficient from the specific neighbourhoods in each Fourier bin and replaces the other coefficients of the specific neighbourhood in the Fourier bin with the extracted average Fourier coefficient, as shown in Fig. 4 . The average Fourier coefficient is equivalent to the average feature value. Therefore, the formula (10) is further written as follows: (12) where FAP(·) denotes the average pooling function. The pooled Fourier elements are fixed regardless the value of ∩.
∩ is equal to 1 in this paper. In summary, the output of FPP layer is denoted as follows:
The FPP layer can pool the input feature maps with arbitrary sizes and yield the fixed-sized outputs Y Lp , which is the input to the FC layer. In addition, the size of the Fourier bin Y Lp k is equal to half the size of its previous variant, which suggests that our Fourier domain pooling operation corresponds to the spatial domain pooling operation. In other words, the FPP layer has two notable characteristics for the FFT-based CNNs: 1) the FPP can yield a fixed-size output regardless the size of the input feature map, and 2) the FPP is able to maintain the Fourier information by pooling the Fourier bins. This multi-scale Fourier domain pooling operation is robust to geometric distortion.
At the end of this section, considering the proposed FELU (see Section 3.1) and FPP (see Section 3.2) methods, we summarize the detailed implementation steps of the FPPE net as follows.
Step 1. To avoid confusion in the base-2 DIT FFT, we first pad zero values to the multi-size input feature maps x qp and filter kernels w qp . The padded results are as follows:
whereÑ is the minimum integer that is not less than n qp1 × n qp2 + k qp 1 × k qp 2 − 1 and equal to the mth power of 2, where m is an arbitrary integer.
Step 2. TheÑ -point FFT of the filter kernel w qp (n) is calculated in each convnet layer, i.e., W qp (U ) = F(w qp (n)) = FFT (w qp (n)).
Step 3. TheÑ -point FFT of x qp (n) is calculated in the first convnet layer, i.e., X qp (U ) = F(x qp (n)) = FFT (x qp (n)).
Step 4. TheÑ -point product of X ki (U ) and
Step 5. The Fourier domain output Y qp (U ) is fed to Fourier domain exponential linear unit (FELU) in each convnet layer. The output of the FELU is the activated feature maps with arbitrary sizes, i.e., A qp (U ) = FELU (Y qp (U )).
Step 6. The output of the last convnet layer Y Lp (U ) is the input to the Fourier domain pyramid pooling (FPP) layer. In the EPP layer, Y Lp (U ) is decomposed into a fixed number of Fourier bins Y Lp k (U ). The EPP layer pools these Fourier bins and generates the fixed-sized outputs Y Lp (U ).
Step 7. The fixed-size outputs Y Lp (U ) are the inputs to the fully connected layer (FC), and the inverse transformation is operated for Y Lp (U ) to generate y Lp (n), i.e., y Lp 
IV. FOURIER DOMAIN BACKWARD PROPAGATION PASS (FBPASS)
The Fbpass takes the gradient of the output ( ∂L ∂y ), and then it propagates the loss deviation information backward to the input ( ∂L ∂x ) and the weight ( ∂L ∂w ). First, the fast Fourier transform is implemented for the transposed weight kernel and the loss gradient of the output, and the product operations are implemented between them. The product operation results are denoted as F( ∂L ∂x ). Second, the FELU −1 inputs F( ∂L ∂x ) and activates the weight gradient. Finally, the activated gradient of the inputs are integrated into a fixed number of Fourier bins. The Fourier domain inverse pyramid pooling (FPP −1 ) method pools these Fourier bins, thus yielding the weight gradient. In this section, we will introduce the implementation of the Fbpass in detail.
A. FOURIER DOMAIN INVERSE EXPONENTIAL LINEAR UNIT (FELU −1 )
The inverse activation function is able to solve the increasing gradient problem and quickly propagate the loss deviation parameters in back propagation pass. In this section, an inverse exponential linear unit is proposed for transmitting the gradients to the previous convnet neuro and modify the feature values of the neurons.
For a given convnet layer, the input gradient is denoted as 
where FE 
where n qp = n qp1 ×n qp2 . The output of FE , the inverse positive unit function is presented as follows:
nqp nU (18) where ε 0 and ε j denote the positive factors of the original feature map. In contrast to FE . However, when the negative coefficients of the Fourier term of the gradient map contain the exponential values, formula (17) cannot express the negative exponential coefficients of the Fourier term. Therefore, to extract the negative coefficient terms in the gradient map of the input, we rewrite formula (17) as follows:
where a is a predefined parameter in the exponential linear unit function. Then, the FE −1 − function is presented as follows:
nqp nU (20) In the end, formulas (18) and (20) are integrated to generate the Fourier domain inverse exponential unit function as follows:
Note that the elements of the inverse positive unit function only contain the positive coefficient terms; however, the Fourier domain inverse exponential linear units have negative coefficient terms, which ensure that the average unit activations approximate zero to achieve lower computational complexity. For instance, in Fig. 5 , output of FE −1 contains negative coefficient terms exclusively, i.e., a In this section, a Fourier domain inverse pyramid pooling method is proposed for pooling the gradient maps and generating fixed-size gradient bins, which are then propagated to the neurons in the convnet layer. For instance, when the FFT-based CNNs are constrained by a fixed-size gradient map, the gradient map with an arbitrary size needs to be cropped or warped to the fixed size, which is suboptimal for the gradient backpropagation accuracy. The Fourier domain inverse pyramid pooling method can decompose the gradient map with an arbitrary size into a fixed number of gradient bins that have sizes that are proportional to the size of the gradient map. Then, the FPP −1 pools these gradient bins and generates the fixed-sized outputs. Finally, the fixed-sized outputs are propagated to the neurons in the convnet layer, and the loss deviation values are generated to update the weight parameters of the FPPE net. 
Therefore, the Fourier domain inverse downsampling operation for each gradient map is transformed into the inverse pooling operation for several gradient bins. The Fourier domain inverse pooling operation for gradient bin ∂ ∂X Lpk is represented as follows:
where ∂ ∂X Lpk denotes the inverse pooled gradient bin. A Lpk denotes the Fourier domain inverse exponential unit function with the gradient bin as the input, i.e., the inverse activated gradient bin. Fdown −1 (·) denotes the Fourier domain inverse downsampling function. The Fourier domain inverse pooling operation collects the maximum Fourier coefficient from certain neighbourhoods in each gradient bin and replaces the other coefficients of the specific neighbourhood in the gradient bin with the extracted maximum Fourier coefficient, as shown in Fig. 6 . The maximum Fourier coefficient is equivalent to the maximum feature value that is collected by the inverse pooling function in spatial domain. The specific neighbourhood is the minimum inverse pooling unit in each gradient bin. In the ordinary case, the neighbourhood is equal to the transposed weight kernel. Therefore, the inverse maximum pooling function for each gradient bin in formula (24) is rewritten as follows: (25) where β −1 denotes the positive Fourier coefficients in the inverse activated gradient bin. U denotes the elements of the inverse pooled gradient bin. ∩ denotes the maximum Fourier coefficient of the specific neighbourhood in the gradient bin. The inverse pooled gradient bin is of size ((l Lpk1 − k qp 1 )/str 1 + 1) × ((l Lpk2 − k qp 2 )/str 2 + 1), i.e., U ∈ [0, (l Lpk − k qp )/str]. l Lpk is the size of the Lpk-th gradient bin, i.e., l Lpk = l Lpk1 × l Lpk2 .
Correspondingly, the inverse average pooling operation extracts the Fourier coefficient from the specific neighbourhoods in each gradient bin and replaces the other coefficients of the specific neighbourhood in the gradient bin with the extracted average Fourier coefficient, as shown in Fig. 6 . The average Fourier coefficient is equivalent to the average feature value that is collected by inverse pooling function. Then, the inverse pooling operation for each gradient bin is written as follows: (26) where FAP −1 (·) denotes the inverse average pooling operation. δ −1 denotes the size of neighbourhood. The index value of average coefficient in the gradient bin is NULL, therefore, the inverse pooled Fourier elements are fixed regardless the value of ∩. ∩ is equal to 1 in this paper. In summation, the input gradient in the FPP −1 layer is denoted as follows:
The FPP −1 layer can pool the gradient map with an arbitrary size and yield the fixed-size outputs
, which are propagated to the deviation parameters of the FPPE net. In addition, the size of the gradient bin is equal to half the size of its previous variant, which suggests that our inverse pooling operation corresponds to the corresponding spatial domain inverse pooling operation.
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. DATASETS AND TRAINING CONFIGURATION
We train the CNN on two data sets: ImageNet [31] and MetaGram-1 [45] , [46] . The former is an open source training set that contains 1000 categories. The latter is made up of in-house data sets with manually labelled images, and the typical and representative images were carefully examined and chosen. Before the training phase, we discarded the redundant images and those that failed the initialization of the FPPE from the training data set. The final database contains 1200 labelled images. Because the CUDA [47] , [48] and deep learning framework (e.g., Caffe [49] ) are run using fixed-sized inputs, we incorporate the spatial domain pyramid pooling method [44] to establish our training solution for the inputs with arbitrary sizes in this section, which ensures that our Fourier domain pyramid pooling layer is trained and tested under the CUDA and Caffe implementations.
In our single-size training phase, we pre-calculate the sizes of the Fourier bins that are the input of the FPP layer. The output feature maps in the last convnet layer (e.g., conv 5 ) are of size α × α (e.g., 13×13), and the Fourier bin in a Fourier pyramid level is of size m × m. To train a specific Fourier pyramid level, we model this Fourier pyramid pooling as an original sliding window pooling, where the size of the sliding window is computed by α/m and the stride length is computed by α/m . With respect to the CNN of a l-level Fourier pyramid, we implement l sliding window pooling layers. The FC layer after the last convnet layer integrates the l outputs. In Table 1 , we present the configuration of the proposed Fourier domain pyramid pooling layer using CUDA. Our configuration is for the Conv 5 architecture, and therefore the output is of size 13 × 13. The first pooling layer of the FPP is denoted as FPool3 × 3, and the Fourier bins of FPool3 × 3 are of size 3 × 3. Correspondingly, the Fourier bins of FPool2 × 2 are of size 2 × 2 and the Fourier bins of FPool1 × 1 are of size 1 × 1.
In our multi-size training phase, our FPPE framework is proposed to train the CNNs using inputs with arbitrary sizes in the Fourier domain. To simulate the multi-size training, we adjust the input images to two sizes (180 × 180 and 224 × 224). In contrast to the initial cropping or warping steps that are used by other non-FPP CNNs, the images of both sizes differ only in their resolution instead of their content or layout. We implement the above single-sized training phase in the FPPE net, which uses inputs of size 180 × 180. The output feature maps in the last convnet layer are of size 10 × 10 (e.g., α = 10), and the Fourier bin in a Fourier pyramid level is of size m×m. The size of the sliding window is 10/m and the stride length is 10/m . The above settings are also applicable to the inputs of size 224×224. Despite two different sized inputs, the output of the FPPE net possesses the same fixed sized output. In summary, the multi-size training phase consists of two single-sized training phases, and the two training phases have the same parameters. Therefore, we implement a multi-size input FPPE net using two singlesize FPPE nets that share the same parameters. In addition, we also tested the inputs with various sizes in the experimental section. I.e., the size of input is between [180, 224] .
B. EXPERIMENTS ON IMAGE CLASSIFICATION
We train the proposed FPPE net on MetaGram-1 dataset and ImageNet dataset. Our Fourier domain training algorithm is the same as the previous FFT-based CNNs in references [27] - [30] . The learning rate is set to 0.01 at the beginning, and it is divided by 10 at the peak error. The training and inference of the proposed FPPE net are implemented using the open source code of CUDA and Caffe. The FPPE net is trained using an NVIDIA GEFORCE RTX 2080 GPU (8G memory) within one month.
1) BACKBONE ARCHITECTURES
The proposed FPPE framework can be integrated into any convolutional neural network architecture. We use three advanced CNNs as the backbones of the FPPE. The FPPE improves the accuracy of these CNNs in the Fourier domain. The convnet architectures of these three backbones are shown in references [31] , [32] , and [33] . The FPPE with the backbone from [31] is denoted as FPPE-Al-7, that with the backbone from [32] is denoted as FPPE-Vg-19, and that with the backbone from [33] is denoted as FPPE-Re-50. In these FPPE nets, the FPP layer after the last convnet layer outputs the feature maps of size 6×6, the FC layer generates 4096 dimensional outputs, and the SoftMax layer generates 1200-way values (i.e., classification labels).
2) FPPE IMPROVES ACCURACY WHEN USING THE METAGRAM-1 DATASET
In these FPPE nets, the Fourier domain pyramid pooling layer is placed after the last convnet layer to replace the original pooling layer, and the proposed FELU is placed in each convnet layer to replace the original activation function. In contrast, the Non-FPPE network is a Fourier domain CNN structure that does not embed the FPP layer after the last convnet layer. The level of the FPP layer is set to be 4. The first pooling level of the FPP is denoted as FPool6×6, and the Fourier bins of FPool6 × 6 are of size ×6 Correspondingly, the Fourier bins of FPool3 × 3 are of size 3 × 3, the Fourier bins of FPool2 × 2 are of size 2 × 2, and the Fourier bins of FPool1×1 are of size 1×1. The number of Fourier bins is 50. In Table 2 , we show the results of the single-size and multisize training of these FPPE nets. The FPPE net provides a considerable accuracy improvement over the non-FPPE networks. The smallest top-1 error is presented by the backbones with deep layers and small filters. This indicates that our FPPE is more applicable for the advanced CNN architectures with deep layers and small filters. Because the inputs of the FPPE net and non-FPPE net are both 224 × 224, the accuracy improvement in Table 2 is attributed to the embedded FPP layer. For example, with the Re-50 as the backbone, the top-1 and top-5 classification errors for the multi-size FPPE net are only 18.63 and 4.05, respectively, while the top-1 and top-5 classification errors for the non-FPPE net increase by 10.22 and 5.50 percentage points, respectively. In addition, this accuracy gain is not only due to the increase of the training parameters but also to the robustness of our FPPE to the input distortion. For example, when the FPP layer is set to be a different 4-level structure {4 × 4, 3 × 3, 2 × 2, 1 × 1}, the number of Fourier bins is 30. This FPPE net uses fewer parameters than the corresponding non-FPPE net, and the top-1 and top-5 errors are 20.02 and 6.20, respectively. The results are almost the same as the above 50 Fourier bin architecture, and they are significantly better than the non-FPPE net. In Table 3 , we compare the classification accuracy of the FPPE to several popular spatial domain networks. The popular spatial domain networks are the cuDNN [20] , Lavin's fast algorithm [21] and Cong's minimizing computation framework [22] . In this experiment, we conduct training using the union of 800 training categories, 300 validation categories and 100 test categories for the MetaGram-1 data set. Each category includes 221 images. The standard metrics including the mAP 180 , mAP 224 , mAP 364 , mAP S , mAP M , and mAP H are used to measure the classification accuracy. The mAP is the abbreviation of the mean Average Precision, and it is the average value of the classification thresholds. The mAPs with different subscripts represent the average precision value at different image scales, and the subscript is the input image size. As shown in Table 3 , all implementations of our FPPE outperform the baseline variants of the spatial domain networks. The classification results of the FPPE (83.1%) exceed those of the spatial domain network (cuDNN) (67.8%) by a substantial margin (15.3%). This is due to the two proposed Fourier domain representations: one is the Fourier domain exponential linear unit, and the other is the pyramid pooling layer. The former alleviates the vanishing phenomenon in the back propagation pass, and the latter avoids the original cropping or warping steps and improves the classification accuracy.
In Fig. 7 , we plot the violin graphs for the frameworks with different backbones where the mean absolute errors are calculated for three datasets: the training, validation and test sets. A violin graph is a kind of drawing that adds rotating nuclear density plots to the neighbourhood of the box diagram. In the middle of each violin drawing, we mark the middle quartile using a black dot. The upper edge of the black rectangle in each violin graph represents the 75% percentile of the classification error vector, and the lower edge represents the 25% percentile of the classification error vector. In general, the violin graphs of the three FPPE nets (FPPE-Al-7, FPPE-Vg-19 and FPPE-Re-50) provide almost the same error distribution results. This indicates that the proposed FPPE framework has stable and robust performance. However, despite the higher accuracy of the test set, the accuracy of the training set in the FPPE-Re-50 net is not as good as that of the FPPE-Al-7 net. This is because we increase the weight parameters of the large error data in the training phase so that these data are re-selected for further training in the next iteration. In Fig. 7 , the violin graphs of the other two networks reflect the instability, poor accuracy and overfitting problems on the MetaGram-1 dataset. We compare the violin graphs of the FPPE-Al-7 net to the violin graphs of the cuDNN-Al-7 (cuDNN with the backbone from [31] ); the test set of our FPPE-Al-7 has a more complete violin shape, which is flatter than that of the cuDNN-Al-7. This indicates that the FPPE-Al-7 is more accurate, which is consistent with the numerical results in Table 2 . For the Fourier domain network (the koCNN with the backbone from [31] ), there is overfitting in the training set. This indicates that our FPPE-Al-7 is more accurate than the other Fourier domain training network without over-fitting. In other words, the results for the training data sets that are shown in Fig. 2 reflect the superiority of the proposed FPPE framework, which is the same for the validation and test data sets.
To further compare the prediction error distributions of the FPPE net and other Fourier domain networks, Fig. 8 shows the scatter graphs of the ground truth values versus the classification values of the two networks for the test data set. The average difference between the classification value and ground truth value is only 0.21 for the MetaGram-1 data set, which indicates the great goodness-of-fit and robustness of the FPPE framework. In addition, the scatter plot can also intuitively show the classification accuracy of CNNs. As shown in Fig. 8, most 
3) FPPE IMPROVES ACCURACY WHEN USING THE IMAGENET DATASET
The experimental settings in this section are the same as those in section 5.2.2. In Table 4 , we show the results of the singlesize and multi-size training of the FPPE nets and the non-FPPE net on the ImageNet dataset. The FPPE net provides a considerable accuracy improvement over the non-FPPE networks. Because the inputs of the FPPE nets and non-FPPE net are both 224 × 224, the accuracy improvement in Table 4 is attributed to the embedded FPP layer. For example, with the Re-50 as the backbone, the top-1 and top-5 classification errors for the multi-size FPPE net are only 15.77 and 2.87, respectively, while the top-1 and top-5 classification errors for the non-FPPE net increase by 10 and 4.38 percentage points, respectively. However, the top-1 and top-5 classification errors for the multi-size FPPE net that was trained using the MetaGram-1 dataset reach 18.63 and 4.05, respectively, which are 2.88 and 1.18 lower than those of the multi-size FPPE net that was trained using the ImageNet dataset. This suggests that compared with the net that is trained using the MetaGram-1 data set, the FPPE net that is trained using the ImageNet data set is more accurate and stable.
In Table 5 , we compare the classification accuracy of the FPPE to the state-of-the-art spatial domain network (cuDNN) in classification accuracy. In this experiment, we conduct training using the union of 700 training categories, 200 validation categories and 100 test categories from the on ImageNet data set. Each category includes 681 images. The accuracy performance is evaluated by using the mAP, which has been defined in section 5.2.2. To accurately compare the FPPE and cuDNN accurately, we reset the size of the input image and crop the image to 224 × 224 from the centre of the image. For the ImageNet dataset, the deeper the convnet layer is, the better the classification result. In Tables 5(a) and (b), we provide the results for the cuDNN and FPPE net after training using the ImageNet dataset, respectively. The results of the FC structure are better than the previous Conv 4 and Conv 5 structures. For example, the mAP of the FC layer is at least 16.3% and 10.8% higher than those of the conv4 and conv5 layers, respectively. This is due to the proposed FPP layer that performing multi-level pooling to fit the feature maps' outputs into an FC layer. Table 5 (c) shows the classification results for full images, where we reset the shorter edge length of the image to 224. Compared to the cropped images, the classification results using full images are considerably improved. For example, the mAP of the classification result of cuDNN-Re-50 is 75.1 on the cropped 224×224 images, while the mAP of the classification result of FPPERe-50 is 79.7 on the full 224×− images, which is a mAP improvement 4.6. This is due to the proposed FPP layer that maintaining the complete content of the input images. Because the proposed FPPE does not depend on the input size, we reset the size of the input image so that the smaller size is x. Table 5(d) shows that x = 364 provides the best classification result (83.5%) using the ImageNet dataset. This is because the object occupies a smaller area in the ImageNet dataset but a larger area in the MetaGram-1 dataset; therefore, the relative scales of the two groups of objects are different. These results suggest that the scale problem in Fourier domain classification tasks can be partially solved by the proposed FPPE networks.
In Fig. 9 , we plot the violin graphs for the frameworks with different backbones where the mean absolute errors are calculated using the ImageNet datasets. The ImageNet dataset is divided into three subsets: the training, the validation and the test subsets. The training subset includes 681,000 images in 1000 categories. A total of 476,700 images are used for training, 136,200 images are used for validation, and the remaining images are used for testing. The violin graphs of the three FPPE nets (FPPE-Al-7, FPPE-Vg-19 and FPPE-Re-50) provide almost the same error distribution results as those in Fig. 7 . However, the training results for the three FPPE nets using the ImageNet dataset are more accurate than those using the MetaGram-1 dataset. This suggests that the error distribution of the proposed FPPE framework when using the ImageNet dataset is better than that when using the MetaGram-1 dataset. In Fig. 9 , the violin graphs of the cuDNN and koCNN nets also reflect the instability and overfitting problems when using the ImageNet dataset, which are almost the same as those when using the MetaGram-1 dataset. However, the FPPE nets are more stable and have less overfitting when using the ImageNet dataset. We compare the violin graphs of the FPPE-Al-7 net to the violin graphs of the cuDNN-Al-7. The training set of our FPPE-Al-7 has a more complete violin shape, which is flatter than that of the cuDNN-Al-7. This suggests that the FPPE-Al-7 that is trained using the ImageNet dataset is more accurate than the cuDNN-Al-7, which is consistent with the numerical results in Table 4 . For the Fourier domain network (koCNN-Al-7), there is over-fitting when using the training set. This suggests that our FPPE-Al-7 that is trained using the ImageNet dataset is more accurate than the other Fourier domain training network without over-fitting. In summary, the results for the ImageNet training data sets that are shown in Fig. 9 reflect the superiority of the proposed FPPE framework, which is the same for the ImageNet validation and ImageNet test data sets.
To further compare the prediction error distributions of the FPPE net and other Fourier domain networks, Fig. 10 shows the scatter graphs of the ground truth values versus the classification values of the two networks for the ImageNet test data set. The average difference between the classification value and ground truth value is only 0.16 for the ImageNet data set, which further supports the great goodness-of-fit and robustness of the FPPE framework. As shown in Fig. 10 , most classification values, whether for the FPPE-Re-50 net or koCNN-Re-50 net, are either on the same line or very close to the same line. This indicates that the test results of the Fourier domain network are excellent when using the ImageNet dataset. Except for a few abnormal values, most of the classification values of the FPPE net are distributed in a narrow band area, which is distributed on the diagonal line. This indicates that the classification results of the FPPE net are better than those of other Fourier domain networks for the ImageNet test data set.
C. THE TIME PERFORMANCE OF FPPE
In this section, the time performance of the FPPE is evaluated using two parameters: the speedup ratio and the throughput. When the speedup ratio is less than 1, the arithmetic complexity of the FPPE is higher than that using the comparison method. In addition, when the throughput of the FPPN is bigger than the GPU peak throughput, it is considered to have effective time performance.
1) SPEEDUP RATIO
The speedup ratio of the FPPE is calculated by dividing the run time of the comparison framework by the complex multiplication operation time of the FPPE. Because the FPPE is a type of FFT-based framework that implements product operations instead of convolution operations and the proposed Fourier domain exponential linear unit divides the output feature maps with arbitrary sizes into fixedsized Fourier bins (gradient bins in Fbpass). I.e., the FPPE 
) complex multiplication operations in a convnet layer, where max(·) represents the maximum size of the Fourier bins. The speedup ratio of the FPPE is calculated as follows:
where T is the implementation time of the framework to be compared. S is the minibatch size of the GPU. Fig. 11 shows the speedup ratio of the three FPPE nets on the MetaGram-1 dataset, and the frameworks to be compared are the spatial domain frameworks (cuDNN-Al-7/Vg-19/Re-50 and FA-Al-7/Vg-19/Re-50) and the Fourier domain frameworks (koCNN-Al-7/Vg-19/Re-50 and fbFFT-Al-7/Vg-19/Re-50).
Judging from the speedup performance, whether it is an FFTbased Fourier domain framework (fbFFT-Al-7/Vg-19/Re-50) or the complete Fourier domain framework (koCNN-Al-7/ Vg-19/Re-50), there is a downward trend. The arithmetic complexity of the Fourier domain frameworks decreases when the number of training layers increases. However, the arithmetic complexity of the FPPE nets is still bigger than 1. For example, Table 6 shows that the speedup ratio of FPPE-Al-7 to fbFFT-Al-7 is 3.9999 at batch 128 and the speedup ratio of FPPE-Al-7 to koCNN-Al-7 is 1.4998 at batch 128. This suggests that even if other Fourier domain frameworks benefit from the deep structure of CNNs, the training speed is still 0.5 to 3 times higher than that of the proposed FPPE. This is due to the Fourier domain pyramid pooling layer of the FPPE. The FPP layer divides the feature map into Fourier bins in the last convnet layer and each bin is placed in parallel in the LEU unit of the GPU, which reduces the arithmetic complexity of the FPPE framework. By contrast, in the spatial domain, the arithmetic complexity of the framework is inversely proportional to the number of training layers. For example, the speedup ratio of FPPE-Al-7 to cuDNN-Al-7 is 5.1120 at batch 1 and 6.0122 at batch 128, indicating an increase of 0.9002 points. This fact also applies to other spatial domain frameworks. The speedup ratio of the FPPE nets to the spatial domain frameworks reaches its maximum value at batch 128. Regardless of the depth of the spatial domain frameworks, the speedup ratio of the FPPE is the highest. This is because the FPPE net is trained and tested entirely in the Fourier domain, and the transformation time is eliminated. In other words, the arithmetic complexity of the FPPE is lower than that of the other frameworks using the Al-7, Vg-19 and Re-50 backbones on the MetaGram-1 dataset.
2) THE THROUGHPUT
The single-layer throughput of the FPPE is calculated by dividing the TFLOPS values by their GPU calculation times. While the single-layer throughput is higher than the GPU peak throughput (8.92 TFLOPS in our experiment), the convnet layer has effective computation complexity. The total throughput is calculated by dividing the total TFLOPS by the total run time, where the total TFLOPS and run time are computed by weighting the TFLOPS and GPU implementation time for each convnet layer using its depth. Fig. 12 shows the throughputs for the koCNN and FPPE with the Al-7 backbone for double precision at different batch sizes. For the double precision data, the FPPE is 1.59X at f = 256 and 1.84X as fast at f = 1. The throughput is 14.0887 TFLOPS at f = 256 and 18.0416 TFLOPS at f = 1. This indicates that the speedup performance of the FPPE is stable for a minibatch with different input sizes. In Fig. 12 , the throughputs of the koCNN and FPPE are shown by layer. The koCNN's sync interpolation operation performs poorly after the third layer. For example, the throughput for layer 3 is 7.7328 TFLOPS, which is less than the peak throughput. This indicates that despite the koCNN being trained entirely in the Fourier domain, the time-consuming downsampling operation leads to inefficient multiplication stages unless the depth of the network is shallow. However, the koCNN still performs worse than the FPPE with fewer layers. FPPE performs better than the koCNN in both the training and testing phases. Generally, the FPPE is superior to the only current Fourier domain framework (koCNN), unless the input feature map is very large. This is because the koCNN truncates the higher spectrum region of the frequency representation of the input in the initial training phase. By contrast, the FPPE implements Fourier pyramid pooling operations in the last convnet layer, which requires more GPU bandwidth to divide the large input feature map into more Fourier bins. However, the koCNN's truncated region may not contain complete spectrum information, which will result in lower training accuracy. The FPPE is able to well balance the accuracy and speed; the training and testing CNN are highly accurate but not at the expense of the speed. For example, the FPPE improves the training speed by at least 11.9754 TFLOPS, while the classification error (top-5) is still 4.84 points lower than that of the non-FPP framework, which experiences bigger gains for large batches.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this study, the Fourier domain convolutional neural network framework that incorporates the Fourier domain exponential unit and the Fourier domain pyramid pooling method is explored. Using different backbone networks, the proposed framework shows the advantages of training the networkd completely in Fourier domain and the powerful Fourier domain representation ability for improving the classification accuracy. One of the best FPPE nets in our experiments, the FPPE-Re-50 network, possesses strong robustness and accuracy when using the MetaGram-1 dataset. In addition, all other FPPE nets also obtain great classification results. This suggests that the proposed framework is a promising architecture to establish accurate Fourier domain representations for CNNs, which can accelerate the establishment of new Fourier domain deep learning frameworks and provide a shortcut for researchers to study their newly designed Fourier domain networks.
